Our Alumnus, Miss Samantha Kong, just published a book title “Who Said Engineering Is a Bad Choice in Hong Kong?”

Miss Samantha Kong edited a book titled “Who Said Engineering Is a Bad Choice in Hong Kong?” together with her sister Miss Stephanie Kong. It has been published by New Page Publishing and now is available in local book stores.

They invited 46 engineering graduates from HKUST including 12 Chemical Engineers to share their thinking before selecting engineering subject and also their updated career achievements. The careful selection of the contributors would allow the readers to realize what type of challenges each engineering major face and what one may expect from each discipline. The fruitful university lives of Samantha and others can certainly help current students to enrich theirs. This is an excellent reading material for those students who are about entering universities or those who is making a decision in university on their selection of a major.

The department thanks Samantha and Stephanie for their efforts in editing this book. We are certain that many will find it useful.